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Upab

Umeå Parking is a limited company, 100% owned by the 

city of Umeå 

Our mission is to provide the city with well located parking

facilities, offer parking pay-off agreements and operate

parking activity on commercial grounds

Upab is a society constructor. We make space for a 

growing Umeå



A parking strategy

for a vital and 

accesible city



Integrated approach

The parking strategy and SUMP was integrated in the comprehensive plan of

Umeå in 2011

Why?

Traffic volumes and parking is a direct effect of the city structure and city 

development depends on how we’re able to handle parking

Poor air quality in the city jeopardized the development of the city centre, 

forcing actors to collaborate and develop new business models for parking

and green mobility

There’s no room for all cars - Which car traffic (parking) is of value for the 

city?



A given priority

A given priority:

Strengthening visitors space in central parking areas by moving

commuters/Work place parking further out from the city centre

No new parking for commuters/workplace added in the city centre:

- Parking pay-off system

- Limited number of parking spaces for longterm parking

- Limited on-street parking - no longterm parking allowed

Greater utilization of building rights by moving workplace parking outside the 

centre and work with green reduction of the parking norm



Parkering strategy Umeå



Parking pay-off

Parking pay-off means that a developer buys off all of the parking places for a 

property (stipulated in parking standards), thereby the responsibility for 

parking is transferred to Upab

14 000 EUR per place (approx. 50 - 60% of production price)

The parking pay-off is managed through a signed agreement linked to the 

buildning permission for the development

The system enables larger development rights, using the land in a more

efficient way



Green parking pay-off

The green parking pay off - allows developers to reduce the number of 

parking places they provide (stipulated in parking standards), if they 

provide alternatives to travelling to their buildings by car:

- Car-sharing schemes

- Bicycle parking facilities (heated with dressing rooms and bicycle 

service equipment)

- Mobility management fund

- Travel plan for the property



Before



After



Courtyards used for parking becomes city development
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Parking pay- off  

from 15 property

owners

240 places for 

Commuters/

working place

parking

200 parking

places for visitors

were made

available in a 

more central 

facility

Parking pay-off becomes new facilities



Parkeringsstrategi Umeå


